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At best, property valuation in Canada is regarded as an educated guess. It’s a sobering thought; we slog through years
of university education on the subject, embark on a multi year post graduate training program, join professional
societies and take their courses, invest millions of dollars in clever software and data acquisition, spend decades
practicing our craft, … yet we know less about the subject than just about anybody who has rented, purchased or sold
real estate, or thought about doing so. Why is that? Is it because everybody who embarks on a real estate career is
pretty dim? Dear God, we never thought of that!
Those in Favour of the Motion

“It is a miracle that curiosity survives formal education.” Albert Einstein
Real estate is tangible; you can touch, smell and taste it. Real estate is … well real. You beguile your banker into
loaning you the money, buy the land, build the building, rent the space, refinance it, do it all over again, and again …
make a fortune. Better still, buy a building somebody else has built, batter your banker into submission, buy the
property with OPM, refinance it, do it all over again, again … make a fortune. How difficult is that? Not difficult at
all apparently, thousands do it and nary a real estate degree between them. Proof positive that real estate knowledge
is bunk, an unnecessary encumbrance that impedes the creative urge to splurge. On the other hand …
Those Opposed to the Motion

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” Nelson Mandela

We admire property developers; they deserve a special place in heaven: rarely do they get the acclamation they
deserve, disapprobation is more commonly their lot. Yet without them the world would be a much poorer place.
They take enormous risks: their projects take years to come to fruition; conceived when economic conditions are
sunny they often rise into clouds of unremitting gloom. Happily optimism is an occupational hazard: to a developer,
a glass is always half full. Until suddenly one day it isn’t. Remember 1990? Oh sorry, you weren’t in the work force
then. Well we hate to be Banquo’s ghost at the feast but 1990 was the year the financial tsunami hit our shores
sweeping away a generation of property developers, real estate investors and most of Canada’s trust companies. Oh
dear, you can go wrong in real estate then, if like Icarus you fly too close to the sun.
Informed Opinions: the Product of Trained Minds

“Learning is not attained by chance; it must be sought for with ardour and attended to with diligence.”
Abigail Adams
Real estate education has but a tenuous hold in Canada. Only two universities, UBC and York teach it, yet it is taught
extensively worldwide outside our borders. Why is that? Education needs a champion, usually a professional
association that initiates it at university level then nurtures and promotes it through sponsored research and publicity.
The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors fulfills that role in the United Kingdom and countries outside North
America. In the United States the Appraisal Institute is a major publisher of real estate texts and a vehicle for
promoting university research. In Canada we lack professional bodies of that stature: the organisations here instead
focus their efforts on attempting to legitimise themselves through legislation … attempts that have been largely still
born; only New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have been bamboozled into introducing self regulated licensing for
appraisers. There are welcome signs now however that the industry is starting to respond. Timothy Price, Chairman
of Brookfield Asset Management Inc., his wife and Brookfield Partners Foundation have just donated $4.0 million to
York University to help establish the Brookfield Centre in Real Estate & Infrastructure.
In order to provide real estate careers for the bright young minds that graduate from the commerce programs of Atlantic
Canada universities we started our own in-house training program about 25 years ago. It has grown into a seven year
program which includes 27 training modules (500 hours), the University of British Columbia’s Diploma in Urban
Land Economics (DULE) and Bachelor of Business in Real Estate (BBRE) degree, together with structured on the job
training under the guidance of a Mentor. Everybody who joins us, irrespective of whether they already have other
post graduate degrees or diplomas and training in disciplines such as planning or GIS, is enrolled in the program. This
ensures a common base of knowledge throughout our seven Divisions. We currently have 14 staff in the program and
are pretty proud of them … and of those who have completed it (most of whom are still with us). The results speak
for themselves: twice a year we poll clients for whom we have done work during the prior six month period and ask
them to rate our efforts on a five point scale (“poor”, “fair”, “average”, “good”, “excellent”). We post the
unexpurgated responses on our web site at http://www.turnerdrake.com/newsresearch/Rating.asp. Take a look. Ah!
You think … that’s because you have a Property Tax Division and clients love saving money so naturally they think
you are wonderful. That’s true, we do save them lots of money but the response is equally favourable across all our
Divisions. This is what clients think of our Valuation Division (the results are from our June poll):

Our training program provides clients with access to professionals trained to think outside the box … and that is
important in Atlantic Canada … more so than the rest of the country. Take property valuation for example. In this
Region the difference between a strong and weak market for a specific property is frequently the presence of a single
purchaser. In order to determine market value it is therefore necessary to first identify the type of purchaser that would
buy the property … and whether they exist. Properties frequently have substantially different values whether vacant
or occupied. The region only has two supermarket chains so if a store is declared redundant it will have no value as
a supermarket because the other chain will usually be excluded from purchasing it (even if they were interested). In
order to value it, our Valuation Division has to determine the next best alternative use for which purchasers exist …
fortunately our Brokerage Division maintains a current database on purchasers, their requirements and fiscal capacity,
but it is still necessary to research the market. Planning constraints too are frequently an issue because the alternate
use may require rezoning or have different parking or site circulation requirements than the existing use so we have
to call on our Planning Division for assistance. Contrast that process with the exercise undertaken by provincial
assessors and many appraisers … they deploy a mechanical appraisal process (a.k.a. “the three approaches to value”)
based on the assumption that purchasers exist even though such is often not the case … consequently the resultant
appraisal lacks relevance. Thinking outside the box is a critical part of the valuation process but it requires training
and access to other resources. Fortunately it usually results in a conclusion that adds value to the assignment … in
addition to providing a realistic opinion of value.
Without Data, An Opinion is Just a Guess
What does your gut tell you? Absolutely nothing? Ours neither, but thank you for asking! Unfortunately, in order to
provide valuation advice, we have to rely on our brains rather than our bowels, and for that you need raw data … lots
of it … plus the personnel and software to acquire, store, retrieve and process it into a product that can be used as the
building block for a reliable opinion. Atlantic Canada is unique, it is data deprived. Sales information is gathered by
the government as a by product of the deed transfer tax process. It is released to the provincial assessment authorities
for their use in the property tax process. In provinces outside the Region it is then sold, sometimes through third
parties to the general public. However in Atlantic Canada there has always been a reluctance to share sales data with
the taxpayer: the provincial assessment departments are terrified that doing so will unleash a flood of successful
property tax appeals if taxpayers are provided with the information on which their assessments are based. However
in February 2008, the New Brunswick ombudsman took the assessment authority, Service New Brunswick to task for
this policy and in a refreshingly frank report ruled that “in order for property owners to effectively challenge the
assessed value, they must have access to the information used in setting the assessed value”. About a year later SNB
started to release sales information; Nova Scotia followed suit three years later in 2012. Prince Edward Island’s
provincial government shyly started to make the information public on their paid Geolink service ... but only to the
determined. Each property has to be searched individually to ascertain if it has sold, a time intensive manual process
that is extremely expensive since the province also levies multiple search fees by property … Searches can take weeks,
cost thousands of dollars even if no sales are discovered. Newfoundland also makes sales information available but
only by a manual search on a property by property basis using their online subscription service. Only Nova Scotia
allows bulk downloads. None of the provinces provide “attribute” data such as property type, building size, age, etc.
thus ensuring that it cannot be utilised directly to support an assessment appeal.
So how do we utilise it, given that the raw data is useless of itself? We employ three full time equivalent personnel
to gather the data and feed it into our proprietary information technology platform CompuVal® … together with a
programmer to maintain and continually upgrade it to take advantage of emerging data sources and new technologies
such as satellite and three dimensional aerial photography. Since none of the provinces geo-reference the properties
our system utilises a number of location indicators to address this problem. In areas with building footprint and zoning
maps CompuVal®’s clever algorithms combine the mapping information with unit values to determine if the sale is
raw land or an improved property … and then makes an educated guess at the property type, which is then later verified
manually if we do not have the property in our data base. Once the property has been geo-referenced CompuVal®
searches its databases for a match (within five years of the sale date) and populates the sales record with “preliminary”
property attribute data from the matching property record. This information is later verified manually. Does this
sound time consuming and expensive? You bet your life it is! So why do we do it? Well, we all have opinions, most
of which are probably worthless unless they are based on accurate information and tools are available to analyse and
apply the results in a meaningful way. Market Value is a mutual decision by two parties each looking in opposite
directions: sellers look to past sales as their benchmark; purchasers look to future benefits. In order to accurately
value property it is therefore necessary to have sufficient comparable past sales together with the tools to accurately
project that sales data to the valuation date to capture the seller’s perspective. The present value of future benefits,

the purchaser’s objective, is usually measured by discounting the future income to the valuation date. This requires
accurate data on current rents and discount rates together with the tools to accurately forecast future income. The
dominant driver of future income in Atlantic Canada is demographics, specifically the “baby boomer” cohort. Baby
boomers comprise one third of the country’s population but their role is even greater in this Region. Our Economic
Intelligence Unit studies demographics and its impact here for use by our Valuation Division.
We are data driven: we have the technological tools to aggregate information from multiple sources, sift through it,
uncover the drivers behind the region’s real estate markets, and provide clients with pertinent real estate advice. To
date we have invested over $2.0 million in software development and continue to enhance CompuVal® to take
advantage of new data sources as they emerge … because an opinion without data is little more than a guess.
Quality Control: Our Cost, Not Our Clients’
There is no national quality standard for appraisals in Canada … appraisal falls under provincial jurisdiction. One
organisation, the Appraisal Institute of Canada (AIC) has produced a self proclaimed Canadian Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (CUSPAP), in reality a watered down version of the federally mandated American
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP). [The latter is produced and updated by the Appraisal
Foundation, a body which is independent of any appraisal organisation.] Originally the Appraisal Institute of Canada
adopted USPAP but quickly abandoned it. The AIC had started its own professional insurance program, apparently
believing that it would be a profitable venture: CUSPAP replaces the USPAP standard with a “reasonable appraiser”
test and has since introduced further modifications to reduce insurance liability. There is an obvious conflict of interest
if you control the Standard against which your members’ professional liability is measured and you also run the
insurance program. In our experience the professional standards courses in both countries have now diverged; in
Canada the emphasis is increasingly on avoiding liability. As a consequence of the foregoing some institutions, such
as the major banks, set out their own standards in addition to CUSPAP. The standards in use worldwide are the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors Valuation Standards (RICS Red Book) and the International Valuation Standards
(IVS). Both are “principle based” i.e. if it doesn’t pass the smell test it is probably wrong; unlike the USPAP/CUSPAP
Standards which are “form based” i.e. tick the box. The RICS Red Book now incorporates the IVS and they, and
USPAP, are converging. In our experience the RICS Red Book is the strongest Standard so we comply with all of the
foregoing. The RICS also has an auditing program for Regulated Firms such as ourselves but as yet, it is weak.
Because our service lines extend well beyond valuation we implemented our own quality control system several
decades ago and upgraded it to the international ISO 9001 standard in 2000. It governs everything we do … well
almost everything, bathroom breaks are excluded …
Specialist Skills: A Broader Perspective
Oh, life used to be so simple. When we valued a property we consulted the zoning by-law to verify the allowable
uses. If we had a question we simply contacted the planning officer. Now planning officers shelter behind call centres
and getting an interpretation of an ambiguous zoning by-law, a City Charter provision involving subdivision issues,
or an opinion on the probability of a rezoning is … difficult. It is likely to generate the response that an answer will
only be forthcoming when a formal application for the variance is submitted. Planning has just got much more
complicated, and as a distinct profession has come of age, in this Region. Simple questions no longer begat simple
answers and litigation has rendered the informal opinion of old a thing of the past. Just because a piece of land is
zoned “commercial” does not necessarily render it usable for commercial use. Traffic considerations may militate
against access if it is too close to a bend or intersection. The municipality’s policy on sewer and water servicing, or a
desire to focus development in the urban core, may preclude development regardless of zoning. In the urban core the
movement to “form” from “use” based planning introduces much more flexibility into the planning process and the
requirement for much more planning expertise. Use based zoning is sclerotic; the by-law requirements do not contain
the flexibility to accommodate every site, are a compromise and are usually outdated as soon as they are implemented.
Form based zoning focuses instead on the bigger picture by considering the physical form of the proposed
development and its relationship and role in the neighbourhood rather than the uses to be accommodated on the site.
However since values are generated by the amount and type of use, planning input is increasingly a critical input in
the valuation process. That is one reason why we opened a Planning Division two years’ ago. Demographics also
drive value especially as the leading edge of the “baby boomer” cohort, currently one third of the country’s population,
reaches retirement. Our Economic Intelligence Unit team study the demographic impact on existing and future
demand for office, industrial, retail, institutional and residential space in the Atlantic Region. Our Lasercad® Division

too has a role in the valuation process: we undertake sample audits to verify that the spaces shown on the leases are
correct … or not. Property taxes are usually the second largest expense faced by the owner after the mortgage
payments. We add value to a valuation assignment by advising the owner when the opportunity exists to reduce their
tax load. Our Property Tax Division currently reviews $4.5 billion of property assessments each year, the majority of
which are in this Region. Our Brokerage Division provides a whiff of reality, straws in the wind that often cannot be
replicated by raking through the dying embers of past transactions. They are in contact with the players, vendors,
purchasers, landlords and tenants on a daily basis. Our Valuation Division relies on all of these specialist skills,
including the Geographic Information System (GIS) expertise practiced by our EIU team to formulate their value
opinions … amazing really, it makes one wonder what they do for themselves.
Local Presence: A National Outlook
We have offices in St. John’s, Charlottetown, Saint John, Toronto and we staff them all from Halifax. Why? To do
otherwise would be to dilute the eclectic mix of expertise and ideas we have so painstakingly assembled there. It’s a
case of the whole being greater than the sum of its parts. And it works. Bring different minds to a common problem
and ideas spark off each other. A valuation of woodland facilitated by GIS expertise to create value maps results in
tax savings that, in a single year, far outweighs the cost of the assignment. So why have five offices apart from the
fact that it provides a fixed base fitted out with our IT equipment? It gives us a physical footprint in each province
and even though we are in each province every week that appears to be important to clients … and they are Number
One!

